

















• The virtual view synthesis is an hot topic for 3DTV applications:
o2D-to-3D conversion
oMulti-view rendering for autostereoscopic displays
oFreeviewpoint TV




•How to efficiently compress and render this huge dataset?
•Take a subset of MVD views, e.g View 4, 5 & 6
•Take a subset of views and interpolate the intermediate views:
•Use only a single view and extrapolate the views  Our proposal with inpainting method
Problematic
View 3 View 5 View 7
View 54 View 5 View 56
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•Fill-in missing areas or artefacts on a 2D image (by diffusion or patch)
•Exemplar-based technique [Criminisi 04]:
o Filling of disoccluded areas by best candidate patch sampling
oTwo-pass process : 
1. patch priority calculation




•Scene approach: different objects, a common background
• Depth can be known (or partially)
•Disocclusion holes appears at specific areas:
o at left or right of the foreground objects (previously occluding)
o belonging to the background plane
 proposal: fill-in the holes with background texture only 
use the warping direction to ensure to begin with the background
Approach












Priority based on Criminisi algorithm:
• confidence term
• tensor on RGBZ:
we use coherence norm [Weickert] based on eigenvalues







1. Search for K best candidates in the same color and depth range [Daribo 10]
with
2. Exponential –based weighted combination of the K best candidates [Wexler 09]
Texture and structure propagation
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computation along the 
border
Sorting the maximum
priority patch ψ(p) 
along structure
Searching for best 
candidates minimizing 
the RGB & Depth SSD 
distance
Combining the K best 









•Experiments on half resolution images (512x384) of Microsoft Research [1]
•Size of patch: 9x9, window: 49x49 pixels
•C Implementation of inpainting method (#5-10sec, fast but not optimized)
•Complexity varying with the image, patch and window size: O(n²)
•Procedure:
1. Projection (warping) of one original view to a virtual view  
2. Cracks filling and background anti-ghosting
3. Inpainting method:
input: color image warped to new view +
ground truth depth map (in final view)









Criminisi Daribo Our method
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•A new method of extrapolation of view based on structure and object in scene
oScene approach enable smart filling
oDepth coherence terms reinforce the structure propagation
•Shows qualitative improvement on synthesized areas
•Suitable for close view extrapolation (on FTV dataset)  to distant one (on 3DTV)
•Open issues:
oTemporal coherence
oTime i.e complexity growing with the square of window size and patch size 
but search is highly parallelizable [Barnes 09] 
oNo perceptual metric for relevant “best patches” selection 
oHow to assess the quality of a inpainted view with its original one through an appropriate 






Inpaint jointly the depth 





Assess the inpainting quality 
with subjective experiments
Implementation: 
Parallelize the search of best 
candidates (GPU…)
Coding application: 
Rate/distortion comparison of 
MVC vs 2D+Z + offline inpainting
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